
Now Hiring: Senior  Engineer 

Protect our  oceans. Support coastal communities.  

 
About Pelagic  Data  Systems  

We are a creative small  team of technologists and ocean  lovers that have developed a solar powered vessel 
tracking  solution  to  support sustainable fisheries around the globe. We founded the company in  2014  with  a 
thorough  commitment to  the triple bottom line of building  a thriving  business through  products and services 
that improve the livelihoods and social  well-being  of underserved communities while simultaneously 
sustaining  natural  resources. We are committed to  sustainable oceans and fishing  communities around the 
globe.  
 
How We  Work  Together  

We currently work in  >15  different countries spanning  the Americas, Africa, the Pacific and Asia. Our work 
requires flexibility, and we are committed to  being  equally flexible for our staff. For the right individual, we are 
happy to  accommodate working  remotely and  flexible scheduling  for our Senior Engineer.  
 

● Global. Working  across time zones and geographies means we interact with  people from diverse 
cultural, linguistic, and existing  technological  infrastructure contexts. We support a wide variety of 
software and hardware development needs/features to  assist our diverse customer base.  

● Flexible. Success in  our work requires navigating  across differences and responding  quickly, even  if 
that requires an  unanticipated rapid change of gears. The right solution  in  one fishery won't be the 
same in  another. It's a worthwhile and fulfilling  challenge that requires creativity and the ability to 
multitask to  power what we do.  

● With passion. It's true --  we work hard, but it's easier because we love what we do  and what we do  it 
for. We like to  joke, have fun, and enjoy each  other's company. But we're also  serious about our work, 
our mission, and staying  organized so  that we can  all  work efficiently.  

● For example, just this summer, our team members have...   
● Traveled the globe (to  more than  10  different countries) 
● Sprinted to  install  trackers on  >400  of boats in  a single week in  one community 
● Overhauled firmware to  make an  existing  product more efficient in  a new environmental 

context 
● Brought a new product to  market 

 

The  Role  in Summary -  Senior  Engineer  

We are excited to  scale our engineering  team to  fuel  yet another 10x growth  for our company. As a Senior 
Engineer you’ll  be responsible for a variety of back-end and customer-facing  functions together with  our San 
Francisco-based leadership team. It’s the right role for someone who  enjoys coding, interacting  with 
customers, and working  on  the higher level  strategic oversight to  direct off-site teams of programmers. Your 
role will  be to  improve efficiency for our internal  tools and customer facing  features as well  as the discrete 
modules that we develop  with  independent teams.  

For example you  will... 

● Write features for our customer-facing  dashboard 
● Write and review specs and oversee the development of new tools 
● Interact with  customers to  understand and execute their needs 
● Help drive product development to  tackle new challenges 

 

Why is this role  right for  you?  

In  this role, we want to  provide an  opportunity for you  to:  
1. Make a tangible impact on  the success of our company  
2. Scale systems globally  



3. Build new professional skills to add to your portfolio
4. Work strategically with our leadership team to maintain our position as the market leader in this

segment
5. Combat worldwide problems but from the comfort of your own preferred working location

Further Details  -- Responsibilities 

Success in the role will require self-direction, organization, and ownership of a diverse set of tools. 

● Software Platforms 
○ Full Stack Web Development: Admin and customer facing dashboards and the backend

infrastructure to support them
○ Large datasets, some geospatial, some time series data, and some of everything else

● Reliability and Strategic focus 
○ Continue to ensure our systems are online and working properly around the clock
○ Contribute a technical and strategic perspective to our product development

● The Unknown 
○ Adapt quickly to unexpected surprises from our customers or field team
○ Modify existing tools to solve new problems
○ Figure out where to make the biggest impact as our needs shift.
○ Adapt our systems and process to continue to evolve and grow as we grow.

Who You Are 

● You are experienced in full-stack web development, databases, and data processing
● When you encounter a problem you are driven to tackle it.
● You’ll have already demonstrated success and are looking for something meaningful to focus your

energy on.
● You’ll enjoy the opportunity to work with customers and teammates from every culture in every

timezone.
● You’ll be flexible, and stay that way, you’re excited to jump into the middle of scaling our international

business.

To sum up: You are smart, independent, and focus your work to make life better for the whole team. Panic 
won’t be in your vocabulary. Plans inevitably change in our line of work and we adjust with a smile to stay on 
top of it. You’ll use your creative thinking and sharp problem solving skills to help the team adapt to whatever 
last minute changes or roadblocks pop-up.  

Want to learn more? 

To  begin  your application: Please drop your resume to us at careers@pelagicdata.com and stay tuned for a  
request for additional information.  Qualified applicants will be invited to tell us more about your story through  
a short questionnaire.  We will begin reviewing applications immediately and plan to move forward with top 
candidates starting  in December 2017.  

We’ll plan to be in touch within two weeks of your application, but please do recognize that we’re a small 
organization and so we may not be able to communicate with every candidate immediately. We will continue 
to accept applications as long as this page is active.  

Thank you. Feel free to reach out to us with your questions at careers@pelagicdata.com. We look forward to 
learning more about you! 


